A new approach to allow the modelling of the viscous behaviour of natural clay soils, including creep, stress relaxation and the effects of applied strain rate on soil stiffness, has been developed based on the BRICK constitutive model (Simpson, 1992 ). The new model, SRD (Strain Rate Dependent) BRICK, was used in a series of simulations to demonstrate its capabilities in predicting realistic behaviour during onedimensional compression and undrained triaxial tests in which applied strain rates were varied. Triaxial stress path tests conducted by Gasparre et al. (2007) to assess the influence of creep, resulting from recent stress history, on soil stiffness were also simulated. The observed trends concerning the stiffness at small strains were successfully modelled.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate predictions of ground displacements are essential for the success of complex construction projects in crowded urban environments, where existing structures must be safeguarded from the impact of new construction. Although sophisticated finite element analyses can be used to predict deformations, their accuracy depends on the quality of the underlying constitutive models. There is a continuing need to refine and improve these models.
The pre-failure deformation of overconsolidated clays, which underlie many cities, is known to be governed by their highly non-linear and mainly inelastic behaviour. Various constitutive models have been developed to allow the modelling of this behaviour (e.g. Al-Tabbaa & Wood, 1989; Jardine, 1992; Simpson, 1992; Whittle, 1993; Bolton et al. 1994; Stallebrass & Taylor, 1997; Grammatikopoulou et al. 2008 ) and laboratory testing is commonly performed to provide input parameters at small strain levels.
Recent testing conducted on London Clay has shown that, not only is the small strain behaviour inelastic and non-linear, but it is also susceptible to the effects of creep and other viscous phenomena (Gasparre et al., 2007; Sorensen et al., 2007) . Indeed, the need to take account of creep when conducting triaxial stress path tests is well recognised (e.g. Clayton and Heymann, 2001) . It may be reasoned that such effects must also be modelled if truly accurate predictions of deformations are to be made, yet this is rarely done.
Exceptionally, Kanapathipillai (1996) showed that by accounting for the effects of creep, the prediction of displacements around tunnels could be improved.
Strain rate dependent behaviour of clay soils, attributable to viscosity, is seen directly in constant rate of strain (CRS) one-dimensional compression tests, where different normal compression lines are obtained with different applied strain rates (e.g. Leroueil et al., 1985; 1996) , and in undrained triaxial tests, where faster testing leads to increased strength (e.g. Vaid et al., 1979) . In order to overcome the problem of natural variation between samples in a series of CRS tests, step change in strain rate (SRS) testing on a 4 single sample can be used to investigate viscous effects at different strain rates. In tests on natural clays a change in strain rate leads to a persistent change in the stress level (e.g. Graham et al., 1983; Leroueil et al., 1985) , termed isotach behaviour by Tatsuoka et al. (2002) . This implies that there is a unique stressstrain curve, or isotache (Šuklje, 1957) , for each strain rate. Other forms of viscous behaviour have been identified in tests on reconstituted clays and sands but, as these are not applicable to natural clays, they will not be considered here.
Until now, constitutive modelling of viscous behaviour has generally involved adapting time-invariant elasto-plastic models with yield surfaces formulated in stress space so that their response depends on the current rate of plastic strain. Examples of such approaches are given by Kutter and Sathialingam (1992) , Yin et al. (2002) , Rocchi et al. (2003) , Hinchberger and Rowe (2005) , and Kelln et al. (2009) . However, use of the BRICK constitutive model (Simpson, 1992 ) permits a radically different approach. BRICK can be regarded as a multiple kinematic yield surface model but is developed within strain space and does not rely on classical plasticity concepts such as a plastic potential or a flow rule. This facilitates the creation of a model which is able to deal not only with the influence of complex stress history and the non-linear behaviour of geomaterials but also with the effects of strain rate. Of course, with this versatility comes the expense of determining a larger suite of parameters, some of which require advanced or time consuming testing. This paper reports work done to incorporate the modelling of viscous effects, referred to above, into BRICK. The paper provides a brief description of the model, as originally developed, before proposing modifications to cater for viscosity. The performance of the modified model is then tested by simulating laboratory test results in the literature (Leroueil et al., 1985; Graham et al., 1983; Sorensen et al., 2007) .
Finally, tests conducted by Gasparre et al. (2007) are simulated with the aim of studying the influence of creep, resulting from recent stress history, on soil stiffness.
THE BRICK MODEL
The principles of the BRICK model are best explained using the analogue of a person walking around a room and dragging a series of bricks tied to them with separate strings of differing length. Each brick represents a proportion of the soil and each string length represents the amount of strain required to generate plasticity in that proportion of soil. The sides of the room are taken to be the axes of volumetric and shear strain. As the person moves through the strain space represented by the room (as strain is applied to the soil) initially all the strings are slack so the bricks remain stationary and the soil strains elastically; as the person moves further some bricks start to move too and there is some plastic strain. The more bricks that move, the higher is the proportion of soil undergoing plastic deformation and the lower the stiffness of the soil becomes. This trend is expressed by the stepped s-shaped curve used in BRICK to model the progressive reduction in stiffness with strain, Figure 1 . In effect, each brick and its string define a yield surface in strain space for a portion of the soil. Stress changes are calculated from the elastic strains only but there is provision for stress levels to increase due to consolidation involving full plasticity. Stress history is accounted for by the current positions of the bricks relative to the person. To allow an accurate representation of stress history, the entire geological history of the soil is modelled back to when the soil was first deposited, including the deposition and erosion of the various overlying strata.
The positions of the bricks give rise to a unique stiffness response which depends on the path followed when straining recommences. The failure surface in the BRICK model is loosely defined by the longest string length and the positions of the bricks relative to the current position of the person. All the strings must be taut in shear (i.e. all shear strain is plastic) for the model to predict "failure".
Since it was first published, the BRICK model has been generalised to facilitate full 3D analyses by the inclusion of three extra components of shear strain (additional to the two shear components and one volumetric strain component required in the original BRICK model). The six components of strain and 6 six conjugate stresses are listed in Appendix A1, and further details of the 3D model may be found in Ellison et. al. 2011 .
MODELLING OF VISCOUS EFFECTS

Strain rate dependent string lengths
The modelling of viscous effects in the BRICK model can be achieved by making the string lengths strain rate dependent, as proposed by Sorensen (2006) . In BRICK the string lengths are directly related to the soil strength, as a longer string length allows more elastic straining before the string becomes taut and the attached brick behaves plastically. This leads to a higher stiffness at any given stress level and hence a greater strength. If string length is taken to be proportional to soil strength, then equations developed previously to describe strain rate dependent strength can be applied to govern the string lengths in the modified model, named SRD (Strain Rate Dependent) BRICK. Many laws have been proposed to relate the undrained shear strength of a clay soil to the applied strain rate (e.g. Graham et al., 1983; Biscontin & Pestana, 2001; Di Benedetto et al., 2002; Einav & Randolph, 2006) . Adapting one of these (Graham et al., 1983) and substituting string length for undrained shear strength, Sorensen (2006) proposed the following:
[1] where = string length, = reference string length, = reference strain rate, = strain rate and = rate sensitivity coefficient (Tatsuoka 2005) .
Importantly, this equation only affects moving bricks, i.e. those proportions of the soil undergoing plastic strain, and hence is a plastic strain rate calculated from the movement of the bricks on a brick by brick 7 basis. The brick strain rate is also deemed to be the vectorial strain rate of the individual brick as calculated in Equation 2:
where = volumetric strain rate, = vectorial shear strain rate. It should be noted that for threedimensional applications the vectorial shear strain rate is calculated as the root sum of the five shear components of strain shown in Appendix A1.
Before Equation 1 can be used, a reference set of string lengths must be specified, along with a reference strain rate. String lengths may be obtained by measuring the degradation of stiffness after a 180° change in the direction of the stress path in a laboratory test. Such tests are generally conducted at a much higher strain rate than the reference strain rate. However, as long as the strain rate, , at which the test takes place is known, the reference string lengths can be back calculated using Equation 3, with the testing string lengths, , being defined by a stepwise approximation to the generated stiffness degradation curve ( Figure 1 ). Elastic strains may usually be neglected in specifying .
Equation 1 governs the change in string lengths for strain rates that are normally above the reference strain rate. For rates below the reference strain rate, the string lengths converge on the reference string lengths as the strain rate drops to zero. The control of the maximum rate of strain rate reduction is based on an equation presented by Singh & Mitchell (1968) describing the natural decay of strain rate with time under constant stress conditions, a simplification of which is
Control of strain rate changes
where A = strain rate at some arbitrarily chosen time, t 1 , m = negative of the slope of the relationship between the logarithm of strain rate and the logarithm of time, and t = current time. In SRD BRICK whenever the applied strain rate is decreased, it is assumed that the reduction in the rate of plastic strain cannot exceed that predicted by a relationship of this form. If the applied strain reduces at a faster rate, there is some degree of stress relaxation arising from plastic movement of bricks relative to the person, caused by the shortening of strings, and a compensating release of elastic strain. Of course, pure stress relaxation can be predicted by holding the soil at constant strain, which corresponds to a stationary person in the analogue. To achieve pure creep behaviour (increasing strain at constant stress) the movement of the bricks induced by the shortening of the string lengths must be balanced by the movement of the person so that no stress change is predicted.
To calculate the decay of strain rate from a logarithmic relationship, such as Equation 4, the time since the start of the decay must be known. Here there is a difficulty in that the BRICK model is implemented in an incremental routine (coded by Simpson (1992) ) that does not track the passage of time and hence both t and t 1 in Equation 4 are unknown. However, at any stage the string lengths during the previous time increment, , are known and so the previous strain rate, , can be calculated by rearranging 9 Equation 1 and substituting prev for :
If the period over which the strain rate is decreasing at its maximum rate is set to have an upper limit and a specific strain rate (i.e. the reference strain rate) is associated with that limit, each strain rate can be associated with a unique time as shown in Figure 2 . Presently it will be assumed that the upper time limit, t max , is 10 8 seconds which roughly equates to 31 years and 8 months and may be considered sufficiently long to model creep or stress relaxation in most practical applications. Based on test data for London Clay from Bishop (1966) , the strain rate at this time would be 1x10 s
Knowing prev the corresponding time governing the subsequent decay of strain rate can be calculated as follows:
= 10 ( )
. Later this will be adopted as the reference strain rate. Also, by fitting Equation 4 to the same data a value of m =1.039 can be found.
[6] where = time at the end of the previous BRICK increment. The current strain rate predicted by the logarithmic decay can then be calculated by introducing an incremental measure of time into BRICK, t, so that the current time t = t prev
+ t and With the reduced strain rate for each brick thus determined, the corresponding string length can be calculated using Equation 1.
While it is clearly necessary to control the rate of strain rate reduction (string shortening), it would not be unrealistic to assume that the effect of an increase in strain rate (string lengthening), manifested as an increase in stiffness, is instantaneous. However, it has been found that implementing such an assumption leads to numerical instabilities. Therefore, responses to strain accelerations are governed by Equation 8 which smoothes the convergence of the current string lengths upon the longer target string lengths:
where = convergence factor (0.5), = the string lengths calculated during the current BRICK increment. As the response takes place over a series of increments, the incremental time, as well as , affects the behaviour. For the simulations in this paper the incremental time was 1 second and responses were substantially complete in a few seconds.
Appendix A2 contains a guide to the implementation of the SRD BRICK model in a computer program.
MODEL PARAMETERS
The BRICK model requires appropriate stiffness parameters to define the behaviour of a given soil. As shown previously, the shape of the stiffness degradation curve is defined in a stepwise manner by a series of vectorial strains (string lengths) and soil proportions. Ideally, the stiffness degradation would be fitted to experimental data but, where suitable data are not available, modelling can be based on a set of string lengths for London Clay proposed by Simpson (1992) . For simplicity these can be scaled by a constant factor to suit a given soil, thereby translating the curve shown in Figure 1 while preserving its shape (the step heights remain unchanged). Typically, ten steps are considered sufficient to capture the shape of the degradation curve.
The BRICK model also requires Cam Clay style parameters, * and *, to define the compression and swelling lines, these parameters being defined in terms of volumetric strain rather than voids ratio. A further parameter, , is also required to govern the very small strain (elastic) stiffness. For the SRD modification to the BRICK model, three extra parameters are required: the reference strain rate ( ), the decay constant (m) and the rate sensitivity coefficient ( ). For the simulations reported in this paper, a reference strain rate of 1x10 -13 s -1 has been used, along with a decay constant of 1.039. In most cases the rate sensitivity coefficient could then be fitted to the observed strain rate behaviour.
SIMULATED BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS
In order to explore the capabilities of the SRD BRICK model, a number of published experiments were simulated.
Simulation of one-dimensional step rate of strain compression tests
The SRD BRICK model was first used to simulate SRS tests under one-dimensional compression, as conducted on natural Batiscan Clay by Leroueil et al. (1985) . The physical tests demonstrated isotach behaviour, so that a change in applied strain rate led to a persistent change in the stress level for a given volumetric strain. The simulations incorporated the modelling of the stress history of the soil with a preconsolidation pressure of 88 kPa and an estimated in-situ vertical effective stress of 65 kPa. The model parameters are shown in Table 1 . The * value was fitted to the gradient of the compression lines in Leroueil et al. (1985) when re-plotted on a logarithmic scale of effective vertical stress, Figure 3 . The test procedure followed in the simulation is given in Table 2 . For structured soils, such as natural Batiscan
Clay, the approximation of a linear relationship is only valid over a limited strain range. Thus, in Figure 3 the physical and simulation data are seen to agree well up to 13% volumetric strain but then to diverge.
The transitions between isotache lines are well predicted, with both the controlled increase in strain rate (Equation 7) and decrease in strain rate (Equation 6 ) showing realistic behaviour when compared with the physical test data.
Simulation of triaxial step rate of strain and relaxation tests Graham et al. (1983) reported results of an undrained SRS triaxial test on a sample of natural Belfast
Clay. During two relaxation periods the stresses on the sample were allowed to relax while the axial strain was maintained. The duration of each test stage was back calculated from Figure 4 (a). Table 3 gives details of the test stages and Table 1 again lists the model parameters used. The stress history of the Belfast Clay was modelled by consolidating the soil to an effective vertical stress of 60 kPa and then allowing it to swell back to an estimated in-situ vertical effective stress of 40 kPa. This gave an overconsolidation ratio of 1.5 which lies within the range of 1.2-1.8 quoted by Crooks & Graham (1976) .
The * and * values were back calculated from the data given in Crooks & Graham (1976) . Figure 4 shows a comparison between the stress strain curve presented in Graham et al. (1983) generally the comparison is very good with similar behaviour being observed during both the step changes in strain rate and the relaxation periods. This demonstrates that the SRD model is able to predict strain rate dependent behaviour in undrained shearing. The strain softening of the soil at axial strains of more than 2% is not predicted well, although this is a deficiency of the underlying BRICK model rather than the SRD adaptation.
3 . This leads to an estimated insitu mean effective stress of 13 between 283 and 303 kPa, assuming a K 0 value of 1.88 (Gasparre, 2005) and the water table to lie at a depth of 4.5m. At the sampling depth Sorensen (2006) estimated that the previous overburden pressure was around 2 MPa based on results presented in Skempton & Henkel (1957) value of 0.58 (Simpson, 1992) .
The above information was used to model the stress history of the soil prior to testing. In addition to step changes of axial strain rate ( ), the tests involved some small unload/reload cycles, the details of which are given in Table 4 . As before, the model parameters for this simulation are given in Table 1 where the reference string lengths are taken to be half the Simpson (1992) lengths. This latter assumption was necessitated by a lack of information to allow the determination of the in-situ reference stiffness degradation curve and was based on some previous experience of modelling creep effects in London Clay (Kanipathipillai, 1996) . However, further work suggests that results for behaviour at practically relevant strain rates may be relatively insensitive to this assumption (Clarke, 2009 ).
THE INFLUENCE OF RECENT STRESS HISTORY AND CREEP ON STIFFNESS
It was shown by Atkinson et al. (1990) that the initial stiffness of overconsolidated clay soil observed, for example, in a triaxial test depends on the direction of the stress path followed to reach the initial stress 14 state in the test. A larger change of direction from the approaching to the testing stress path results in a higher initial stiffness. This behaviour was reproduced by the original BRICK model (Simpson 1992 ).
However, in later tests conducted by Clayton & Heymann (2001) the stiffness response was found to be independent of the degree of rotation in the stress path. Critically the tests conducted by Atkinson et al. (1990) and Clayton & Heymann (2001) utilised different methodologies. Atkinson et al. (1990) used long approach stress paths (90 kPa on a conventional plot of deviator stress, q, versus mean effective normal stress, p´) and allowed 3-4 hours rest between test stages (Richardson, 1988) , whereas Clayton and Heymann (2001) used shorter approach paths and a period of 6-12 days to allow for the decay of creep.
The effects of creep and the length of the approach stress path were investigated by Gasparre et al. (2007) to better understand the relationship between creep and the effects of recent stress history. In triaxial tests on natural London Clay samples it was found that a period of creep can eliminate the effects of the recent stress history (as found by Clayton & Heymann (2001) ), providing the approach path length is less than 10 kPa, Figure 6 (a) in which G is the tangential stiffness and s
The tests performed by Gasparre et al. (2007) were simulated using the SRD BRICK model. The stages followed in the simulation are given in Table 5 and included modelling the geological stress history of the soil, the sampling process (albeit in a simplified manner) and the triaxial testing which itself was split into separate stress and strain controlled stages. In test stages involving creep, stresses were held constant for a number of days as creep strains decayed. In stages without creep, stresses were only held constant for three hours, in line with the procedure used by Atkinson et al. (1990) . The geological stress history was modelled in the same manner as in the simulation of the test by Sorensen (2006) , described above. During this stage viscous effects were not explicitly modelled but the string lengths were set equal to their is the shear strain, 2( -)/3 ( = axial strain and = radial strain). If creep is not allowed after similarly short approach paths, then the results show the same trend as seen by Atkinson et al. (1990) , Figure 6 (b). Gasparre et al. (2007) also showed that for longer (100kPa) approach paths the influence of the recent stress history was soon evident even when creep was allowed to occur, Figure 6 (c).
shortest (reference) values. Had viscous effects been explicitly modelled, due to the large times involved, the effects of creep would soon have led to the string lengths reducing to these reference values.
As the Gasparre et al. (2007) tests were conducted on natural samples of London Clay, suitable parameters for the SRD BRICK model, Table 6 , were determined by referring to previous experience and available laboratory data. The values of , m and reference strain rate were taken from the simulation of the work done by Sorensen et al. (2007) , while the string lengths were fitted to stiffness degradation data obtained by Gasparre (2005) , Figure 7 . The fit deviates in the very small strain region to take account of the elastic shear modulus, G max , measured using bender elements. Figure 7 also shows a comparison between the BRICK parameters given in Simpson (1992) and those fitted to Gasparre's data. The former can be seen to allow higher strains before the stiffness starts to degrade, possibly because they were derived from back analysis of geotechnical structures rather than laboratory testing. Given that Gasparre's results were obtained on similar samples to those in the tests being simulated, they were considered the most appropriate ones to use. Equation 2 was used to calculate the reference string lengths, with the fitted stiffness degradation curve from Figure 7 providing the testing string lengths (SL test
Short approach path with the effects of creep
). The axial strain rate used to generate the stiffness degradation curve was assumed to be 0.0025%/h, similar to the rate achieved in the tests being simulated. While the * and * values were taken directly from Simpson (1992) , the value of was chosen so as to predict the maximum stiffness shown in Figure 7 . It may be noted that once the model parameters shown in Table 6 had been determined, before starting the simulations, no adjustments were subsequently made.
This simulation aimed to produce results for comparison with those shown in Figure 6 (a). Following the earlier stages (1-5a in Table 5 ), approach paths were followed in both compression and extension directions before creep was allowed during a long holding period. The stiffness was then evaluated during the extension undrained shearing stage and the tangential stiffness was plotted against shear strain, Figure   8 accelerates, any taut strings lengthen again. Initially, therefore, the response of the soil is wholly elastic and is generally stiffer than it would have been had it not been for the holding period. As the bricks do not move a large amount during the short approach paths, creep is able to erase the effects easily.
Short approach path without the effects of creep
This simulation was identical to the previous one except that, after completion of the approach stress paths, only a short holding period was allowed severely restricting the occurrence of creep. The results shown in Figure 8 (b) may be compared with the experimental data in Figure 6 (b). In both cases a higher stress path rotation produces a higher initial stiffness showing the influence of recent stress history, as described by Atkinson et al. (1990) . However, after a shear strain of about 0.01% the difference effectively disappears as the influence of the common, earlier stress history asserts itself. Again, qualitative agreement between simulation and experiment is reasonably good, although the experimental data display scatter at very small strains and there is an unexpected peak in the high rotation curve at about 0.003% strain. In terms of the analogue, in the low rotation test some strings are still taut, whereas in the high rotation test, with the direction of movement reversed, the same strings are initially slack leading to a higher stiffness.
Long approach path with the effects of creep
The final simulation was identical to the first one except that the approach stress paths were much longer.
The simulated and experimental results are shown in Figures 8(c) and 6(c) respectively. Although agreement is perhaps less good than in the other two cases, the trends are still matched. Due to creep, the initial stiffness is almost the same for both low and high stress path rotations, but as strains increase the expected influence of previous stress history reasserts itself and the curves diverge. This shows that creep cannot completely erase, for example, the effect of the soil's geological stress history. As in the first case, the creep period acts to shorten the string lengths allowing elastic straining in all directions following the approach paths. As many bricks were moved a large amount during these approach paths, creep cannot fully erase the effects and hence the stiffnesses diverge as the bricks on longer strings become engaged once more.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a new approach to the modelling of viscous behaviour of natural clays has been presented, based on the BRICK model (Simpson, 1992) . As originally proposed by Sorensen (2006) , viscous effects are modelled by allowing the current strain rate to dynamically affect the length of the strings in BRICK.
The modified model has been called SRD (Strain Rate Dependent) BRICK. Controls are placed on the maximum rate of string length reduction using a function derived from the work of Singh & Mitchell (1968) in order to model effects such as creep and stress relaxation. Increases of string length are achieved almost instantaneously. The SRD BRICK model was able to simulate convincingly the isotach strain rate behaviour observed as strain rates were varied during one-dimensional compression tests by Leroueil et al. (1985) and during undrained triaxial tests by Graham et al. (1983) and Sorensen et al. (2007) .
A series of tests by Gasparre et al. (2007) , aimed at investigating the effects of creep and recent stress history on soil stiffness, was also simulated. Trends in the experimental observations were well reproduced and it was confirmed that creep can erase the effect of recent stress history, but only if the recent stress paths are sufficiently short.
Experience is now required of applying the SRD BRICK model to case histories of construction in the course of which it should be possible to determine the significance of viscous effects. Following the work described here, the SRD BRICK model has been implemented in a finite element program and used to back analyse two construction projects in London where the fit of the analysis was improved by incorporating viscous effects (Clarke, 2009) . A further paper describing this experience is in preparation. Implementation guide for the SRD BRICK model (to be read in conjunction with Simpson (1992) and Ellison et al. (2011)) The BRICK model is implemented as an iterative routine which identifies the stress changes produced by a given strain increment. Implementing a second iterative routine within the first one, to deal with the plastic strain rate dependency of the string lengths, could prove computationally expensive. This can be avoided by determining the modified string lengths (Equation 1) in only the first iteration of the BRICK routine.
Pass the applied strain increment into the BRICK routine, then: 1.) For each brick individually: a. Calculate all 6 components of the current plastic strain (Appendix A1) based on the applied strain, current brick position and reference string lengths. . This is a check on the variation in the calculated SL per SRD subroutine iteration.
iii. Record the current string length, SL prev iv. Calculate SL using Equation 1 Tables   Table 1: SRD BRICK model parameters   Table 2 : Simulation stages for the SRS data from Leroueil et al. (1985) Table 3: Simulation stages for the SRS data from Graham et al. (1983) Rate sensitivity coefficient 0.1 1 0.23 The string lengths are initially slack and the original position of all the bricks lies at the origin. SL LC are the original London Clay string lengths given in Simpson (1992) . The step heights remain unchanged unless stated and are also given in Simpson (1992 
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